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(Editor's Note: Last month TSS columnist George Kimball was invited to participate, along with
two-time heavyweight champion George Foreman and Dr. Robert Rodriguez , in a Boxing
Symposium at the University of Kansas. Entitled "The Last Great Heavyweight Rivalry,"
Kimball's presentation at the KU event anecdotally compared the 1970s heavyweight nexus of
Muhammad Ali, Joe Frazier, George Foreman, and Ken Norton with that of the middleweight
rivalry celebrated in his acclaimed book FOUR KINGS: Leonard, Hagler, Hearns, Duran and the
Last Great Era of Boxing. That lecture formed the basis for the special TSS series which
continues with this installment.)

As would become a regular occurrence over the course of their rivalry, both Ali and Frazier
wound up in the hospital after the Fight of the Century. X-rays on Ali's jaw were negative, and
by the next day he was entertaining reporters who visited his suite at the New Yorker hotel.
Frazier's stay was even longer. The newly-confirmed undisputed champion was passing blood
for several days.
After taking four months off, Ali fought three more times in 1971, and five the following year.
Frazier took longer to recuperate. He didn't lace on the gloves again in '71, and in '72 fought just
twice. The opponents in both cases were plodding white journeymen, neither of whom lasted
five rounds.
Frazier's first post-Ali defense, against Terry Daniels, took place at New Orleans' Rivergate
Auditorium on January 15, 1972. Super Bowl VI (Dallas 24, Miami 3) would be played at Tulane
Stadium less than 24 hours later, guaranteeing that a substantial ringside presence of national
media in town for the game would witness New Orleans' first heavyweight championship fight
since Corbett-Sullivan in 1892.
What they witnessed instead was terrible mismatch. Before the first round was over a Frazier
left hook had sent Daniels plowing, face-first into the canvas, and there would be three more
knockdowns before the Louisiana referee, Herman Dutrieux, stopped it at 1:47 of the fourth. In
the eyes of most, including, apparently, Joe Frazier, that was at least two knockdowns more
than should have been necessary.
As the groggy Daniels tried to haul himself up from one of them, in fact, it appeared to me that
Frazier had, if only for an instant, looked imploringly toward Dutrieux as if begging him to stop
the fight, but when the referee ignored his apparent plea for mercy, Smokin' Joe recognized that
the burden of ending the torture would fall solely on him and reluctantly retumed to that task.
By the time Dutrieux finally did stop it, Daniels had been effectively destroyed as a fighter: His
record was 28-4-1 when he met Frazier, 7-26 thereafter.
On my way out of the arena that night I found myself walking in near-lockstep with George
Foreman, and mentioned what I thought I'd seen in Joe Frazier's eyes for that instant in the third
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round. Foreman stopped walking and arched his eyebrows as he looked at me in surprise.
"You saw that too?" he asked.
I was young and comparatively new to the boxing game at this level, so I didn't realize that I
had just been a participant in what, in 1972, represented one of George Foreman's longer
conversations.
A coda to the Frazier-Daniels fight, incidentally, is that its aftermath produced the first
appearance of a characterization that would lead to a lifetime of bitterness in Joe's relationship
with Muhammad Ali. And on this occasion it was Frazier himself who introduced the 'G' word.
At the post-fight press conference Daniels, who had gone the distance with Floyd Patterson
and beaten the highly-regarded Manuel Ramos the previous year, recalled having thrown
punches at Frazier that "would have kept a normal guy off me."
"What am I?" bristled Frazier. "A gorilla?"
"I would rather," replied Daniels, "have fought a gorilla."
* * *
The term 'poster boy' has become hopelessly hackneyed today, but when he returned from the
1968 Mexico City Olympics, George Foreman literally became a poster boy -- for the Job Corps.
A Great Society program headed up by Kennedy in-law Sargent Shriver, the Job Corps' mission
was to turn the nation's wayward youth into productive citizens.
Few youths in America had been more wayward than Foreman, a one-time street mugger from
Houston's Fifth Ward who now appeared to have been thoroughly rehabilitated by the
experience. At the Mexico City Games, he had celebrated his Olympic title by prancing around
the ring waving a miniature American flag -- in stark contrast to the gloved-fisted Black Power
salutes of Tommie Smith and John Carlos that endure as a symbol of that Olympiad.
In addition to rechanneling his baser instincts, Foreman had learned to box in the Job Corps,
and his face stared back from Job Corps recruiting posters adorning every street corner in
urban America. The message seemed to be that if George Foreman could be deterred from a
life of crime, anybody could be.
The truth probably lay somewhere in between. Foreman might have been rootless, but his
future in the field of petty crime wasn't particularly promising, either, simply because he wasn't
very good at it. He and his friends stole things, but rarely at a profit, because they had no idea
where to sell them; as a purse-snatcher he proved an even more abysmal failure. At no point
had he been a candidate for the Juvenile Delinquents' Hall of Fame.
But at 6'4" and 220 pounds (then) he was bigger than any heavyweight champion since Primo
Carnera, and he could punch like a mule. He had turned professional in 1969, and at the dawn
of 1973 had knocked out all but four of his 36 victims to date.
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Despite these prodigious accomplishments, the widespread feeling was that Foreman was still
a year or two away from being ready for the likes of Joe Frazier. When the two were matched at
the National Stadium in Kingston, Jamaica on January 22, 1973, Foreman was a significant
betting underdog.
Ironically, Frazier and Foreman shared another thing in common: the most difficult opponent for
each had been an Argentinean. Bonavena had floored Frazier twice in losing a controversial
split decision in 1966, and extended him the 15-round distance in their 1968 rematch, while
Gregorio Peralta, a middle-aged, undersized light heavyweight, had twice gone ten rounds with
Foreman.
The local on-site promoter was Lucian Chin, a Jamaican of Chinese extraction who was the
island nation's most prominent legal bookmaker. A dapper bon vivant, Chin represented
Jamaica in international bridge competitions, and later would stake out another field of expertise
on the professional poker circuit.
The allure of two undefeated contestants, the appeal of a warm-weather escape in January,
and the exotic mystique of Kingston at the dawn of the Bob Marley era combined to make
Jamaica a site unlike any that had ever previously hosted a heavyweight title fight.
Although this was the second time the heavyweight championship had been contested in the
Caribbean, it seems doubtful that members of the fight mob stepping off the boat for the 1915
Willard-Johnson bout in Havana were welcomed with the ceremonial, hand-rolled ganja cigars
that were handed out in Kingston.
One visiting boxing dignitary answered a knock on his hotel room door and was presented with
a medium-sized paper sack literally brimming with local loco weed. Upon sampling it, he was
reduced to a state of near catatonia that he swore off it for the rest of the week. On the night of
the fight, he brought along to the arena and gave it to a journalist friend, saying "I can't handle
this stuff. You can have it."
Now flash forward a few hours. In what was not only an upset, but one of the most
action-packed performances by a heavyweight challenger in at least half a century, Frazier was
making like a yo-yo as Foreman knocked him down six times in less than six minutes, while
Howard Cosell shouted "Down Goes Frazier! Down goes Frazier!"
In the midst of this chaos the boxing dignitary stole a glance at the working press section
across the ring, where several snoring sportswriters were using their typewriters as pillows.
Three or four more were marginally conscious; wide-eyed and wearing silly grins, the words
"Oh, wow, man" and "Far out" periodically escaped their lips.
So if you're wondering why so few great fight stories were filed from Kingston, there's your
answer. Half the guys who covered the first Foreman-Frazier fight still don't remember it.
Foreman’s emotions ran the gamut that night. After the first knockdown -- and indeed,
throughout the first round -- he kept reminding himself that this was Joe Frazier, whose previous
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experiences with having been knocked down suggested that it only made him meaner.
By the third knockdown, which came just before the bell ended the first, Foreman’s confidence
had returned. Not only had putting Frazier on the floor not been a fluke, he could do it pretty
much any time he wanted to. As a result, he spent most of the next two minutes and 28
seconds knocking Frazier down three more times and quizzically glaring at Arthur Mercante with
the same expression he and I had seen on Frazier’s face a year earlier in New Orleans.
“It was a pity they let it go on for so long,” he would say later.
A viewing of the tape from that night reveals two shifts in allegiance in the brief time it took the
fight to play out. Cosell spent the first minute of the telecast describing Frazier's vaunted left
hook and what the champion was likely to do to Foreman as the evening wore on, but not only
had he deftly switched to the Foreman bandwagon by the time of the first knockdown, in his
post-fight interview with Foreman he did his best to make himself sound like the architect of the
challenger's victory.
The other turncoat was even more brazen. An aspiring promoter and recently-released ex-con
named Don King had accompanied Frazier on his flight to Jamaica, attached himself to the
champion in the days before the fight, and even walked him into the ring. Six minutes later King
was a conspicuous figure as he jumped up and down, celebrating with Foreman in the new
champion's corner, and departed the ring as a member of the Foreman entourage.
* * *
In a recent conversation with former Kronk assistant trainer Prentiss Byrd, I noted that for all
their talents, it seemed unlikely that Sugar Ray Leonard, Marvelous Marvin Hagler, or Roberto
Duran could have achieved the same heights in another sport that they did in boxing, in the
case of Thomas Hearns it didn't seem a stretch at all. Hearns was such a gifted athlete that had
he applied the same diligence he did to boxing, it wasn't hard at all to imagine him playing
professional baseball or basketball or even football.
With all due respect to Ali, Frazier, and Foreman, it's hard to envision any of them dunking on
Kareem or hitting the curve ball with anything approaching the efficiency with which they hit
opponents, but there was one such specimen within this heavyweight group.
As a schoolboy in Jacksonville, Illinois, Ken Norton once entered eight events at a track meet.
He won five of them and finished second in the other three -- a feat which will most assuredly
never be duplicated, at least in Illinois, because the state interscholastic governing body
responded with what is still called "the Norton Rule," limiting competitors to four events in any
one meet.
He was an all-star in basketball and a football player of such accomplishment that as a high
school senior he was recruited by 85 colleges -- including the University of Kansas. When it
comes to football, today's fans might be more familiar with Ken Norton Jr., an All-Pro linebacker
who won Super Bowl rings with the Cowboys and 49ers, but there are old-timers who saw them
both who claim that his father was even better.
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Norton wound up accepting a scholarship to Division II Northeast Missouri State, but by his
sophomore year, finding life on the Kirksville campus tedious, he left school and joined the
Marines. Although he had never so much as laced on a pair of gloves, he signed up for the
boxing program at Camp Lejeune and soon proved to be as naturally equipped for his new sport
as he had been for his former ones.
Between 1963 and 1967 he won three Marine Corps championships, amassed an amateur
record of 24-2, and had qualified to represent the US in the '67 Pan-Am Games before
American amateur officials intervened to leave him off the team on the grounds that his style
was unsuited to international amateur competition -- which it probably was.
Discharged at Camp Pendelton, he elected to remain in San Diego, where his sponsors
hooked him up with one of the game's acclaimed trainers, Eddie Futch. When Futch later joined
Yank Durham in Joe Frazier's corner this, in turn, let to several stints as a Frazier sparring
partner, where Norton picked up invaluable experience that helped offset his belated entry into
the sport. Although Frazier and Norton never fought in anger, they probably boxed more rounds
against one another than any other pairing in this quartet.
Fighting almost exclusively in California, Norton had accumulated a 29-1 record by March of
1973, when he was matched against Muhammad Ali at the San Diego Sports Arena in a
Saturday afternoon fight carried on ABC's 'Wide World of Sports.' Although the NABF title was
at stake, Howard Cosell described the bout as "the worst mismatch in boxing history."
There seems little question that Ali underestimated Norton and was lackadaisical in his
preparation for the bout, but it didn't take Norton long to remind him he was in a fight. The
ex-Marine had broken Ali's jaw before the second round was over, and at the end of 12 Norton
had prevailed on a split decision. Referee Frank Rustich scored it 7-4 for Norton, while the two
judges (Hal Rickard, 5-4 Norton) and Fred Hayes (6-5, Ali) split their verdicts.
The doctor who operated on Ali’s jaw after the Norton fight found it unfathomable that he could
have fought for ten rounds with the injury. Ferdie Pacheco later told Ali’s biographer Thomas
Hauser that the break was so complete that he could feel the separation with his fingertips.
Pacheco, in fact, would later express regret for not having intervened at the time of the injury.
“When the bell rang, I was no longer a doctor, I was a second,” said Pacheco. “As a doctor, I
should have said ‘Stop the fight!’”
For future Nat Fleischer Award winner Tom Cushman (who would later become sports editor of
the San Diego Tribune), in San Diego to cover the bout for the Philadelphia Daily News, the
best moment came afterward, when Cosell had to interview the winner on-camera. (The loser,
in this instance, could not speak.) Cosell began by apologizing for having labeled the matchup
"a disgrace."
"Kenny," said the broadcaster, "you made me look silly."
"That's all right, Howard," Norton replied. "You always look silly."
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Ali had won ten fights in a row since the Frazier fight, and the loss to the unknown Norton led
most evening newscasts. Frazier's manager/trainer Yancey Durham, who had traveled to San
Diego hoping to conclude negotiations for a lucrative Ali rematch, had fretted that Ali might be
underestimating Norton.
"He could cost us all a lot of money," he told Cushman.
In fact, Durham would die that August, and never did see Ali-Frazier II and III.
For a man trying to battle his way back into contention after the Frazier loss, the defeat by
Norton was a giant step backward, but for Norton’s career it represented a quantum leap.
“I took a nobody and created a monster,” said Ali. “I put [Norton] on The Dating Game.”
The economic imperative for both Ali and Norton was a rematch, as soon as one could be
safely arranged. Because Ali needed time to recuperate from his injury, it was September of '73
when the pair resumed hostilities, this time at the Forum in L.A.
Ali obviously didn't sell Norton short going into this one, and while were no broken jaws, the
second fight was every bit as close as the first had been, and Ali needed to win the last round to
get the decision. Once again, two judges disagreed on the winner -- Hal Rickard had it 5-4 Ali,
George Laika 6-5 Norton -- but this time the referee (Dick Young) had Ali the winner, by a 7-5
margin.
"Ken Norton is the best man I've ever fought," Ali told Cushman afterward. "He's better than
Joe Frazier, Jerry Quarry, Sonny Liston -- all of them."
There can be little question but that he was Ali's most difficult opponent, in any case. Ali's
trilogy with Frazier might be better remembered, but his fights against Norton resulted in two
split decisions followed by a unanimous one that may have been the closest of the three. In
their back-to-back 1973 fights they had boxed 24 rounds against one another, and on the
aggregate scorecards of six scoring officials had given Ali and Norton 33 rounds apiece, with six
more even.
Although it is considered but a historical footnote in the spectrum of this rivalry, the second
Ali-Frazier fight, on January 29, 1974, was witnessed by more spectators than had seen the
first. The announced attendance of 20,748 remains to this day the largest for a boxing event in
Madison Square Garden history.
Only the NABF title was at stake in the 12-rounder, but both men had a lot on the line. Still
licking his residual wounds from the Foreman humiliation a year earlier, Frazier was trying to
climb back into the heavyweight picture. Ali not only sought to avenge his loss to Frazier three
years earlier, but to establish the credibility that might force a challenge to Foreman -- a fight
few thought he could win, but one that might be worth millions.
The two met at an ABC studio for a "Wide World of Sports" segment designed to hype the
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rematch with a review of their first fight. That day it became clear that the bad blood between
the two transcended anything that had happened in the boxing ring. This was personal, and it
was a feud that would endure for the rest of their lives.
They knew how to push one another's buttons. Frazier tried to needle Ali, noting that he’d sent
him to the hospital after their first fight.
“I was in the hospital for ten minutes. You were in the hospital for three weeks,” shot back Ali,
who then described Smokin’ Joe as "ignorant." When this brought Frazier out of his chair, Ali
seized him by the neck and forced him to sit down again. The next thing anybody knew the two
were rolling around on the floor.
Although both men were fined by the New York commission, it had made for pretty good
theatre. And while it had erupted spontaneously, many assumed the brawl to have been staged.
In this respect it became the antecedent of every silly press conference melee that has occurred
since. And, as it turned out, those who were in the studio that day probably saw a better fight
than the one in the ring later.
Even at 32, Ali, who had fought 13 times (to Frazier's four) since their 1971 meeting, was in
better fighting trim than he had been three years earlier when he was still shaking off the effects
of four years away from the sport. In the second round he nailed Frazier with a right that
buckled his knees. Frazier looked like a man trying to learn the boogaloo as he tried to remain
upright while his legs jerked spasmodically beneath him. He never did hit the canvas, but Ali
moved in and drove him to the ropes, ready to administer the coup de grace.
At that instant, referee Tony Perez mistakenly thought he had heard a bell and separated the
fighters. By the time the mistake was rectified only seconds remained in the round, and Frazier
survived it.
The bout turned into a boxing match over the final ten rounds. Having established a big early
lead, Ali was content to jab from a distance, smothering Frazier with clinches whenever Joe
tried to burrow his way in to hooking range. Neither was even close to going down again, and
while by the end Frazier had become the more effective of the two, he could only make it closer
on the scorecards. Perez scored it 6-5-1, Tony Castellano 7-4-1, and Jack Gordon 8-4 as Ali
coasted to a unanimous decision.
After winning the title from Frazier, Foreman had defended it In Tokyo against Joe (King)
Roman, who he knocked out in two minutes. By now considered as fearsome a puncher as had
ever worn the heavyweight belt, Foreman had knocked out 37 of 39 opponents, a stunning 94.9
percentage, but he was still perceived as "difficult" by the media.
By his own description Foreman had become “the stereotypical heavyweight champ -- surly
and angry.”
Unsure of exactly how a heavyweight champion was supposed to act, Foreman was no more
suited to Ali's Gorgeous George act than for Frazier's earnest, blue-collar meatpacker
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approach. So he had modeled himself on the only other of his predecessors with whom he had
a first-hand relationship: Sonny Liston.
And “to say that Sonny Liston was a man of few words is to say that the sun is warm,” Foreman
would later recall. “Mostly, he just glared.”
The intelligence and sensitivity that would not be revealed to the world until his 1986 comeback
rarely intruded on accounts of Foreman’s first boxing incarnation. It might be a surprising
revelation to sportswriters who recall the glowering, menacing figure that was George Foreman
in 1974, but even then the novelist Leonard Gardner, in Caracas that spring to cover Foreman's
fight against Ken Norton, was able to cut through the veneer to separate the public image from
the man.
Gardner's 1974 Esquire piece opened with a description of one of the many press conferences
Foreman and Norton were obliged to endure in the run-up to the first heavyweight
championship fight ever contested in South America, and while the novelist could empathize
with the plight of the newsmen obliged to create daily dispatches even when nothing much
actually seemed to be happening, Gardner was even more sympathetic to the boxer besieged
by all these silly questions.
He described an interlude during one of these media cluster-plucks when a particularly dumb
interrogatory was met by a sony silence.
"Foreman did not answer," Gardner described the scene. "The man kept holding out his
microphone. Close to twenty reporters were crowded into the cubicle and all looked expectantly
at Foreman, whose mouth and eyes remained closed. The silence became unsettling, then
bewildering and a little demeaning. It went on for what seemed a minute. Had he fallen asleep?
At last someone spoke.
"Why wouldn't you answer that question?"
"Oh, that was a question? I thought it was a statement."
There was some uneasy laughter at this, and the questions that followed became progressively
more halting and desultory.
Although Gardner was in the midst of posse of newsmen, he seemed in his account to be
taking great pains to make it clear that he was not one of them. The press was headquartered
at the Caracas Hilton, as, ostensibly, was Foreman, although the champion had several days
earlier slipped off and quietly relocated to a small, less bustling hostelry called the Avila.
Gardner, accompanied by press agent Bill Caplan, went to visit him there.
While initially resistant, Foreman's defenses eventually came down as the two conversed
beside the swimming pool:
He spoke slowly and carefully, without gestures and with little change in pitch, his voice low
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and restrained and softened by a black Texas accent. He had grown up in Houston, one of
seven children supported by his mother, who had been a cook and a barber and a strong
influence on him, and as he talked about her now it was evident there were still close ties
between them. When he was fourteen she had suffered an emotional collapse and been
hospitalized, and in the time she was away Foreman had dabbled in drunkenness, truancy,
vandalism, strong-arm robbery and purse-snatching. But depressions had come with the
hangovers, he quit the robberies for fear his violent partner was going to hurt someone, and as
a purse-snatcher he was a total failure; undone by his victims' cries for God's assistance, he
was compelled to run back and return all the purses.
Much has been made of Foreman's ability to re-cast his image in concordance with his
religious conversion and subsequent comeback, but in looking back at Gardner's rendition of
that soul-baring conversation 36 years later, one can't help but wonder how much of it was a
matter of Big George reinventing himself in his second incarnation, and how much the result of
people just not asking the right questions during his first.
Norton's two strong performances against Ali had earned him the challenger's role against
Foreman. I was in spring training with the Red Sox, and Orlando Cepeda and I had made plans
to drive to a dog track in Sanford that night to watch the closed-circuit telecast. Cepeda was a
big boxing fan; as a boy he had grown up in Ponce with Jose Torres, and as a man he had
named one of his children after Ali.
On the morning of March 26, 1974, Red Sox manager Darrell Johnson announced the outright
releases of Cepeda and another future Hall of Famer, shortstop Luis Aparicio, resulting in a
virtual day of mourning in Winter Haven, particularly among the club's younger Latino players,
who had come to regard Cepeda as a father figure.
In the midst of that day's doom and gloom, I finally dragged my way over to Cha-Cha's room to
see if he still wanted to go watch the fight. It would have been completely understandable,
under the circumstances, if he hadn't.
"Of course we're going to the fight," he said.
So that night Cepeda and yet another future Hall of Famer, his old Giants' teammate Juan
Marichal, and I piled into my rental car and drove over to watch the Foreman-Norton telecast
from Caracas. The venue was set up in the manner of a drive-in theatre. There was a large
screen in the infield, with loudspeakers to hang from the inside of your car window. We'd
prepared ourselves to settle in for a long evening, and I had a case of beer iced down when the
bell rang. There were something like 21 bottles left when it was over. Norton might have gone
the distance twice with Ali, but against Foreman he didn't last much longer than Frazier had.
Foreman walked right through Norton’s crab-like defense and knocked him down three times in
five minutes.
If Foreman fought like a man consumed by anger, he was. Having become heavyweight
champion had not brought the respect he felt was his due, and in his own mind he was so
determined to annihilate his opponent that he literally wanted to kill Norton. That rage had
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diminished with the intervention of referee Jimmy Rondeau two minutes into the second. In
Jamaica Foreman had pleaded with Mercante to rescue Frazier, but in Venezuela he was
furious because the referee had rescued Norton.
No longer able to vent his rage on Norton, Big George looked around for the next available
target. He walked across the ring, leaned across the ropes above the press section, and pointed
to Muhammad Ali at the television table.
“I’m going to kill you,” he promised, sounding as if he meant it.
In Caracas, the local promoters had been somewhat displeased when Don King and his
business partner Hank Schwartz rolled into town two days before the fight to announce that they
had contracts with both men, guaranteeing Foreman and Ali $5 million apiece, and while it had
been contingent on Foreman defeating Norton, the contract called for the two to meet in the
Republic of Zaire, formerly known as the Belgian Congo, that September.
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